Amino-Substituted Benzamide Derivatives as Promising Antioxidant Agents: A Combined Experimental and Computational Study.
We prepared a range of N-arylbenzamides with a variable number of methoxy and hydroxy groups, bearing either amino or amino-protonated moieties, and used DPPH and FRAP assays to evaluate their antioxidant capacity. Most of the systems exhibit improved antioxidative properties relative to the reference BHT molecule in both assays. Combining results from both sets of experiments, the most promising antioxidative potential was displayed by the trihydroxy derivative 26, which we propose as a lead compound for a further optimization of the benzamide scaffold. Computational analysis helped in interpreting the observed trends and demonstrated that protonated systems are better antioxidants than their neutral counterparts, while underlying the positive influence of the electron-donating methoxy group on the antioxidant properties, thus confirming the experiments. It also revealed that the introduction of the hydroxy groups shifts the reactivity from both amide and amine groups toward this moiety and additionally enhances antioxidative features. This is particularly evident in 26H•+, which owes its pronounced reactivity to the stabilizing [O•···H-O] hydrogen bonding between the created phenoxyl radical and the two neighboring hydroxy groups. We demonstrated that its antioxidative activities are more favorable than those for analogous trihydroxy derivatives without the N-phenyl group or without the amide moiety, which strongly justifies the employed strategy in utilizing bisphenylamides in designing potent antioxidants.